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Propolia offers you all the miracles of the Beehive for your skin 
in this active soap with purifying action. Benefit from the extraor-
dinary alliance between the cleansing and regenerating power of 
Propolis and Honey, and the moisturising and softening properties 
of Shea. This care is particularly recommended for problem and 
juvenile skins.

An essential product for daily hygiene releasing a gentle and 
gourmet aroma packed in a flowery bag

Main ingredients : PROPOLIS, HONEY, SHEA, BEESWAX, LAVANDIN AND 
ROSMARIN ESSENTIAL OILS
100 g bar soap

ORGANIC-CERTIFIED ACTIVE SOAP
The whole beehive in your hands

Ref. SAVACTIBIO

N E W

For whom ?
For people with sensitive skin or problem skin and 
looking for a product adapted to their daily hygiene.

Ref. GELDOUCDOU

New product of the year 2017 the Propolia® gentle shower 
gel gives the whole family the guarantees of a hypoallergenic 
formulation. Thanks to its sweet almond scent, its natural active 
ingredients and its SLS-free foaming base, this daily care will 
delight the skins of the entire family. Showering becomes a real 
pleasure.

Main ingredients : HONEY, ALMOND MILK, ALOE VERA, ORANGE 
BLOSSOM FLORAL WATER
200mL bottle

GENTLE SHOWER GEL
The complete softness of Almond

N E W

For whom? How ?
Under the shower or if you 
are lucky enough under a 
waterfall.

For people with a sensitive skin requiring 
a product with a gentle formula for their 
daily care.

Lots of
 new things

ORANGE BLOSSOM
Floral water can be pro-

duced (via distillation) from 
this flower. It has soothing 
and purifying effects on the 

skin.

SWEET ALMOND
Softness & Hydration. It is a 
friend to sensitive skins.
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Bubbly 
Care

Propolia® provides you with all the softness of the 
beehive’s products for your complete body hygiene. Either 
in the shower or the washbasin, think of our foaming care 
products.

Dans ma bulle®
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Ref. SAVLIMAMIEL

Ref. SAVLIMAPROP

You may have already read on our 
body hygiene and hair products 
this statement «without sulphate 
surfactant»or «without SLS or ALS». 
Do these expressions sound a little 
obscure to you? Don’t panic, we can 
explain everything.
Behind these two acronyms SLS (So-
dium Lauryl-or Laureth-Sulphate) 
and ALS (Ammonium Lauryl Sulphate) 
hide simply two of the foaming com-
ponents most regularly used in the 
cosmetic industry. These two com-
ponents contribute to the forma-

tion, density and abun-
dance of foam. These 
compounds are called 
«surfactants»and their 
presence in the product 
formulation is necessary 
to obtain foam.

Here is the issue: ALS and SLS are 
potentially allergenic surfactants and 
can be irritating. As they are omnipre-
sent in everyday foaming products, 
we have all been in contact with them 
throughout our lives and as everyone 
knows, the more you are in contact 
with an allergenic substance, the more 
you increase the risk of triggering an 
allergic reaction to it. You should not 
worry: it is not absolutely necessary to 
use ALS or SLS to obtain foam, because 
there are many other surfactants.
Propolia®’s foaming products are as 
gentle as possible, as we use a combi-
nation of several natural surfactants 
in small quantities which limits the 
risk for allergic reaction and ensures 
a good quality foam. Yes, even in orga-
nic products this is possible!

“ SLS-Free, ALS-Free”  ???
Sorry, what is this language?This shower gel, which has been specially adapted for all the 

family, releases sweet aromas of Mandarin extracts which match 
perfectly the purifying and protective properties of Propolis.

Main ingredients: PROPOLIS, CAMOMILE FLORAL WATER, ORANGE AND 
MANDARIN ESSENTIAL OILS
200 ml bottle

ACTIVE SHOWER GEL
With purifying citrus fruits

Ref: GELDOUCBIO

Purifying and softening, this certified-organic Wash Gel gives a 
feeling of comfort and softness to the most intimate areas, for both 
male and female. It maintains the right level of pH and thanks to 
the properties of Propolis and floral waters it respects the skin and 
becomes a daily companion.

Main ingredients: PROPOLIS, TEA TREE, FLORAL WATERS (LEMON BALM, 
CAMOMILE, ORANGE BLOSSOM), VEGETABLE GLYCERINE
200 ml bottle

INTIMATE WASH GEL
For your private comfort 

Ref: GELINTIBIO

For whom ? How ?
Get under the shower and 
let it happen!

For people whose skin needs to be soothed 
and who are looking for a certified-organic 
shower gel which is free of sulphated 
surfactants.

For whom ? How ?
Apply gently on a daily basis.For those who are concerned about using 

a gentle and non-irritating product for 
their intimate daily care.

“It is very invigorating, nice smell and leaves the skin soft and silky.” A client said about the Active 
Shower Gel

“This is as good as it gets. When we use it, we immediately get a great fresh feeling.”  Amélie said about 
the Intimate Wash Gel

SLS

FREE-

SLS

FREE-
This mild purifying hand liquid soap is designed for the daily 

hygiene of all the family. Choose from two flavours: the light 
aromas of Honey and Coconut or the combination of Propolis and 
Rosemary.  Rich in active vegetable ingredients, it is an olfactory 
pleasure. 

Main ingredients: PROPOLIS & ROSEMARY or
HONEY & COCONUT
300 ml pump-bottle

HAND LIQUID SOAP
A simple remedy for healthy hands

For people with sensitive or problem skins 
who are looking for a gentle but effective daily 
hygiene product.

For whom ?

SLS

FREE-

SLS

FREE-


